START
Hello, my name is _______ and I am conducting a survey for 7NEWS/Suffolk University and I would like to get your opinions on some political questions. Would you be willing to spend two minutes answering five short questions?

Q1. In the race for U.S. Senate your ballot lists ten candidates in the following order:
Republican Marco Rubio, Democrat Kendrick Meek, Libertarian Alexander Snitker, Constitution Party of Florida Candidate Bernie DeCastro, Independent Sue Askeland, Independent Bruce Ray Riggs, Independent Bobbie Askeland, Independent Charlie Crist, or Independent Lewis Armstrong. For whom will you vote or toward whom would you LEAN at this time?

Q2. In the race for Governor your ballot lists seven candidates in the following order:
Republican Rick Scott, Democrat Alex Sink, Independence Party Candidate Peter Allen, Independent Michael Arth, Independent Farid Khavari, Independent C.C. Reed, or Independent Daniel Imperato. For whom will you vote or toward whom would you LEAN at this time?